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H I G H L I G H T S

• Doubly-excited atoms can ionize a neighbor via ICD.

• ICD can dominate autoionization for higher doubly-excited states.

• Other interatomic processes can take place in environment.

• Amenable to experiment.

A B S T R A C T

Doubly-excited atoms are known to autoionize. It is shown that in the presence of a neighboring atom, there is competition between autoionization and ICD
(Interatomic Coulombic Decay) where the doubly-excited atom partially relaxes and the neighbor ionizes. Through a Rydberg series of doubly-excited states, the
autoionization rate decreases in contrast to the ICD rate and ICD becomes dominant. Depending on the nature of the neighbor and the number of neighbors, other
interatomic processes become operative even after autoionization, all demonstrating that the physics of doubly-excited species is strongly enriched in the presence of
neighbors. Explicit examples are discussed.

Doubly-excited states of atoms are characterized by a high degree of
electron correlation and the respective states of the helium atom have
been fundamental to our understanding of this type of correlation.
These states manifest themselves as resonances in the photoionization
spectra and have been extensively investigated since the pioneering
experimental work by Madden and Codling [1]. Nowadays they serve as
prototype resonances to study autoionization. The excitation of two
electrons to a discrete state and the consequent interaction of this state
with the continuum results in the well-known asymmetric Fano peak in
the photoionization spectrum [2]. In He, for instance, the first series of
such autoionizing states with at least one electron in the n = 2 shell
appears within 60–65 eV photon energy range, and have been studied
in detail both theoretically and experimentally, see, e.g., [3–6]. A
schematic picture of the double excitation of He by a single photon and
the subsequent autoionization process is depicted in Fig. 1.

States comprised of two excited electrons are expected to be more
sensitive to perturbation by the environment than those with a single
excited electron. In a recent work by LaForge et al. the doubly-excited
states of He are investigated in helium nanodroplets using synchrotron
radiation [7]. Although the electron spectrum is qualitatively similar to
the atomic one, the presence of weakly bound neighbors results in

broadened and blueshifted peaks due to the perturbation caused by
neighbors, and possibly environmental processes such as interatomic
Coulombic decay [8]. In general, in condensed matter these structures
tend to be unresolved or may even be washed out as the wave functions
of the excited atoms are spatially extended and thus may experience
strong perturbations by neighboring atoms.

Interatomic Coulombic decay (ICD) is an efficient decay channel in
photoexcited systems, such as van der Waals and hydrogen bonded
clusters and solutions. In the ICD process the de-excitation of a pho-
toexcited atom or molecule and the energy transfer to the environment
cause ionization of the environment through interatomic electronic
correlation [9]. Since its prediction [8] ICD has been studied vastly,
found to take place on the femtosecond timescale, and in most cases to
be fast enough to quench concurrent electronic and nuclear mechan-
isms [10–13]. It becomes particularly fast when the intermolecular
(interatomic) distances are small and the number of neighbors is large.
This facilitates the energy transfer on the one hand and provides many
open ICD channels on the other hand, causing relatively high ICD rates
[14–17].

Here, we aim to investigate the competition between ICD and au-
toionization in doubly-excited Rydberg states of helium in an
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environment of neon atoms. First, we concentrate on the HeNe dimer
where our main goal is to compute ab initio the respective rates for the
low lying states He**(2s2p) Ne and He**(23sp+) Ne and to discuss
semi-quantitatively the situation in higher doubly-excited states. For
the former states the autoionization rates are large and become smaller
for the latter. Then, we would like to touch upon the presence of more
Ne neighbors.

We would like to stress that the HeNe dimer has been studied before
experimentally and theoretically in the context of ICD [18,19]. In these
interesting contributions vibrationally resolved ICD has been explored
in detail after single photo-excitation of He. The He atom is thereby
always bound below the He ionization threshold. In the present work
the doubly-excited He is autoionizing and there is a competition with
ICD. A schematic picture of the double excitation of He in the HeNe
dimer by a single photon and the subsequent ICD process is depicted in
Fig. 2.

Before addressing HeNe, let us discuss the doubly excited isolated
Helium atom which is a prototype system to study autoionization.
There are many theoretical and experimental works on the optically
allowed P1 0 double excitation of He atom, see, for instance, [3,4]. The
first member of P1 0 family is the s p2 2 excitation which corresponds to a
peak in the photoionization spectrum of the He atom at photon energy
60.1503 eV. Its autoionization decay width is 37.6 meV correspondig to
a short lifetime of 17.5 fs. This state is the first member of both s np2 ,
and ns p, 2 Rydberg series, where the inner excited electron is in the
n = 2 shell, and the outer electron is in the n = 2,3,4,…shells. The
energies of these excitations varies between 60 to 65.4 eV.

The s np2 , and ns p, 2 series mix strongly and they contribute to two
different Rydberg series of +nsp(2 ) and −nsp(2 ). The + and − signs
stand for addition and subtraction of the wave functions p nsΨ(2 , ) and

s npΨ(2 , ) [3]. The optical transitions from the ground state to − levels
are quasi-forbidden and, hence, one observes only He**(2nsp+) peaks
in the experiment. The next member of the optically allowed Rydberg
series is He**(23sp+) which appears in the spectrum at 63.6575 eV
photon energy and exhibits a decay width of 8.3 meV (79.3 fs) [3,4].

We have computed the decay widths of the above mentioned two
resonances using the method discussed below for the calculations on
HeNe and obtained 39.4 meV and 8.2 meV, respectively. The error is
within the expected range of the method.

We now turn to HeNe. The ground state potential energy curve has
been reported in the literature [20,19]. The dimer was found to be
bound in its electronic ground state by 1.8 meV and to posses an

equilibrium distance of Req = 3.035 Å. To proceed we have computed
the potential energy curves of the decaying states and, most im-
portantly, also the respective decay widths as a function of the inter-
nuclear separation R. To compute the energies we employed the ADC(2)
x method for the polarization propagator [21,22], see below. In the ab
initio calculations we used the cc-pVQZ basis set [23] on both atoms.
The basis sets were augmented by four s, three p and two d even-
tempered functions (β = 2.5) on He and by three s, two p and one d
even-tempered functions (β = 2.5) on Ne. The MOLCAS 7.4 package
[24] was employed for the ab initio calculation of Hartree-Fock energies
and two-electron integrals needed as input data for the ADC calcula-
tions.

To calculate the autoionization and ICD widths for the HeNe dimer,
we employed the Fano-ADC-Stieltjes method [21,25] and used the
ADC(2)x in all the calculations. To compute the relevant matrix ele-
ments one has to select the configurations contributing to the initial and
to the final states of the decay in question. Since the resonances cor-
respond to doubly-excited states, the selection of configurations also
extends to the doubly-excited, i.e., two-hole two-particle h2 - p2 , con-
figurations making the calculation rather cumbersome. To obtain the
discrete parts of the Fano resonances we need to include all h2 - p2
configurations where the holes are located on the He atom and remove
the h1 - p1 block from the ADC calculations. The calculations are then as
for bound discrete states. For describing autoionization and ICD sepa-
rately, different selection is clearly needed for the description of the
final states of the decay. To calculate the partial rate of each process
separately, the final state configurations have to be separated as well. In
the case of the autoionization process, all h1 - p1 configurations with the
hole on the He atom must be included. In the case of ICD, however, the
final state configurations are h2 - p2 where the two final holes are located
on different atoms, here, the helium and neon atoms. Once the selection
of configurations has been done, we fully diagonalized the resulting
ADC(2)x matrices to obtain the discrete part of the resonances and the
vectors of the final states needed to calculate the rates via the Fano-
ADC-Stieltjes method [21,25].

The computed potential energy curves (PECs), the autoionation (AI)
and ICD widths for the doubly excited electronic states of HeNe emer-
ging from He**(2s2p) and He**(23sp+) are depicted in Fig. 3 as a
function of the internuclear distance. The PECs of all of the excited
states indicate a rather strong binding and exhibit minima at around
1.8 Å. At the equilibrium geometry of HeNe the curves are already flat
and close to the respective atomic energies. Each of the two He** states

Fig. 1. Schematic picture of the double excitation of an isolated He atom by a single photon and the subsequent autoionization process.

Fig. 2. Schematic picture of the double excitation of He atom in the HeNe dimer by a single photon and the subsequent ICD process.
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combined with Ne in the ground state gives rise to a +Σ1 and a Π1 state.
While the energies of such a pair are very similar to each other, the AI
and ICD rates are rather different. The AI widths fall into two groups
merging at large R into the known atomic AI widths of He**(2s2p) and
He**(23sp+), respectively. At shorter distances, one can see in Fig. 3
the influence of the neighbor Ne. Also the ICD widths group in pairs at
large R, but, in contrast, now the pairs are +Σ1 and Π1 , respectively. ICD
rates are known to depend on the symmetry of the decaying state even
at large R [26]. This is due to the fact that the electronic wavefunctions
of the excited atom may or may not point towards the neighbor. The
ICD rates are larger for the +Σ1 states.

The calculated AI and ICD widths at the equilibrium distance of
HeNe are collected in Table 1. The influence of the Ne neighbor on the
AI is surprisingly large for the +Σ1 He( s p2 2 ) Ne state. For this state, the
ICD rate is a little more than 10% of this rather large AI rate. For the
other states, the ICD starts to become competitive with the AI, in par-
ticular for the +Σ1 He +sp(23 ) Ne state where ICD is 70% of the AI rate.
Interestingly, the ICD widths can be even larger than the AI ones at
short internuclear distances. This should manifest itself in experiment.

Once the HeNe dimer absorbs a photon leading to a doubly excited He,
we encounter an essentially vertical excitation from the HeNe vibra-
tional ground state to the states shown in Fig. 3 populating via the
Frank-Condon principle the bound vibrational as well as the dis-
sociative continuum of these electronic states. A glance at the figure
tells us that the ICD widths in the R range of the bound vibrational
states are even exceeding those of the AI widths.

Let us now discuss higher doubly-excited states. Since the correla-
tion between the excited electrons occupying higher Rydberg orbitals
becomes weaker, the autoionization rates are known to decrease
[1,3–6]. To better understand the behavior of ICD for the higher
doubly-excited states, we take recourse to the asymptotic expression for
the partial ICD decay width valid for large R [27–29]
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where Ai f, is the Einstein coefficient, i.e., inverse radiative lifetime, for
the transition from the initial doubly-excited state i to the final state f of
our system, here He, c is the speed of light, ω is the excess energy
available for ionizing the neighbor, and σ B is the photoionization cross
section of the neighbor, here Ne, at this energy commonly called virtual
photon energy. If the initial state can decay by ICD via more than one
channel f, then the total decay rate is simply given by the sum over the
partial widths = ∑Γ Γf f . The above expression is for randomly oriented
system and neighbor, but this suffices for our discussion of trends
below.

Intuitively, the ICD rate increases with increasing photoionization
cross section of the neighbor and decreases with growing excess energy.
Counter intuitively, the shorter the radiative lifetime of the system is,
the larger is the ICD rate. Clearly, the ICD rate is particularly sensitive
to the excess energy and to the distance R at which the neighbor is

Fig. 3. Lower Panel: PECs of the doubly excited
He atom in HeNe dimer. The total energy of the
ground state atoms is chosen as the zero of the
energy scale. The vertical dashed line at
R = 3.01 Å denotes the position of the equili-
brium geometry in the ground state of HeNe.
Upper panel: The autoionization (dashed lines)
and ICD widths (full lines) for the corresponding
excited states. The logarithmic scale on both axes
is chosen to illustrate the R dependence of the
ICD width.

Table 1
Autoionization and ICD widths of HeNe dimer computed at equilibrium geo-
metry. The autoionization widths computed with the same method (see text)
are also given.

Molecular State Isolated He atom AI width at eq ICD width at eq
AI width (meV) HeNe dimer (meV) HeNe dimer (meV)

+Σ1 He( s p2 2 ) Ne 39.4(5) 89.7(9) 9.3(0)

Π1 He( s p2 2 ) Ne 39.4(5) 32.6(5) 8.0(2)
+Σ1 He +sp(23 ) Ne 8.1(6) 8.9(5) 6.4(5)

Π1 He +sp(23 ) Ne 8.1(6) 8.8(1) 3.5(2)
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located.
The above relation is valid at distances R at which the overlap of the

wavefunctions of the excited system (He**) and of the neighbor (Ne) is
negligible. The overlap depends on the state of the system. In Fig. 3 we
see that this is the case above about 6 Å where the ab initio rates merge
into the 1/R6 behavior. Here, we are more interested in the ICD at the
equilibrium R where the Eq. (1) is approximate. Being a lower bound to
the exact rate [27,29], this approximation is very useful in estimating
the true rates and in investigating trends.

The rate in Eq. (1) can be calculated using available experimental
and computed data for the separated atoms. Absolute photoionization
cross sections for rare gases are well known (see, e.g., [30]), radiative
rates of doubly-excited states of He are reported in [6] and the energies
of singly-excited states of He are tabulated in [31]. The latter are
needed to calculate the excess energy and hence also the energy of the
ICD electron emitted from the neighbor Ne. Radiative rates are known
for final states of s and d symmetry and radiative decays that involve
the change of both principal quantum numbers are much smaller [6].

The ICD widths computed with Eq. (1) and the above atomic data
provide lines which are parallel to the 1/R6 tails at large R shown in
Fig. 3. For the state He( s p2 2 ) Ne it is found that the asymptotic equation
gives a value of about 3.2 times smaller than the ab initio value for the
Π1 state. Given that doubly excited states in a dimer are rather com-
plicated to compute, and that the analytic expression is for randomly
oriented system and neighbor, the agreement is acceptable. It is known
that due to orientation of the excited state, its ICD rate is larger for +Σ1

states by up to a factor of 4 at large distances [32]. At equilibrium
distance, as expected, the width computed with the asymptotic ex-
pression is 0.75 meV and thus about an order of magnitude smaller than
the lowest ab initio value.

Let us compare the ICD widths for He( s p2 2 ) Ne and He +sp(23 ) Ne.
For large R we notice in Fig. 3 that both these states give essentially the
same value ( Π1 and +Σ1 states must be considered separately due to
symmetry). Can this surprising finding be understood from the
asymptotic expression? The leading term in the ICD decay of these
states is

→ ++He s p Ne He s s Ne e(2 2 ) (1 2 ) ,ICD (2)

+ → ++He sp Ne He s s Ne e(23 ) (1 3 ) ,ICD

providing excess energy, i.e., the difference between the energies of the
doubly-excited state and the final singly-excited state of He, of
39.535 eV and 40.737 eV for 2s2p and 23sp+, respectively. Analogous
results are obtained for the d-channel. The overall radiative rate of the
latter doubly-excited state is slightly larger than that of the former
making the total ICD widths rather similar for both states: 0.75 meV
versus 0.69 meV.

We now turn to the competition between autoionization and ICD for
doubly-excited states of higher members of the Rydberg series 2nsp+
and of 2nsp− where the ab initio computations become more cum-
bersome. The experimental atomic AI widths drop through a series. For
2s2p, 23sp + and 24sp+ of the AI widths are 37.6, 8.3, 3.4 meV [5],
respectively, and continue to drop to 0.6 meV for 27sp+ [6]. As the
excess energies converge in each series and the radiative rates keep
growing slightly through the series [6], the ICD widths stays approxi-
mately constant (0.7 meV) in the 2nsp+ series. The situation is even
more in favor of ICD for the 2nsp− Rydberg series. Here, the AI widths
are 0.11, 0.06 and 0.03 meV for 23sp−, 24sp− and 25sp− [5] and
continue to drop down for higher members [6]. As above, the excess
energies do not change much and the radiative rates continuously grow
along the series. The ICD widths are 0.56, 0.71 and 0.75 meV for the
above states and strongly dominate the autoionization and thus control
the whole decay process. It is interesting to investigate whether for
dipole-forbidden doubly-excited states, ICD strongly dominates auto-
ionization in general.

The competition between AI and ICD in doubly-excited states is, of

course, not restricted to He. Doubly-excited states exist in many systems
and have been investigated, in particular, in rare gas atoms, see, e.g.,
[33–35]. From the point of view of Eq. (1), other pairs than HeNe
studied here, look more favorable. Other rare gas atoms than He have
lower excess energies and suitable neighbors may have larger photo-
ionization cross sections at these virtual photon energies. In Fig. 4 the
cross sections of He, Ne, and Ar atoms are depicted as a function of
photon energy. One can compare the cross sections at energies corre-
sponding to the excitation energies we have chosen.

It is clear that Ne is a suitable candidate as a neighbor for doubly-
excited He. If we investigate doubly-excited Ne as our autoionizing
system, Ar as a neighbor is particularly suitable from the point of view
of a large photoionization cross section. The doubly-excited Ne**( s p3 3 )
lowest in energy is at 44.97 eV excitation energy [33] and the energy of
the multiplet of singly-excited Ne*( s3 ) is around 16.85 eV [31]. The
excess energy is thus 28 eV and fits very well to Ar as a neighbor, see
Fig. 4. The equilibrium distance between Ne and Ar is 3.5 Å[33] and if
we assume that the radiative rate of Ne**( s p3 3 ) is similar to that of
He**( s p2 2 ), we obtain an ICD width of 4.3 meV employing the
asymptotic relation (1). Remembering that this value is a strong lower
bound to the true ICD width, we may conclude that in NeAr ICD is
competitive with AI (10 meV [33]) even for the lowest doubly-excited
resonance.

As we have seen for doubly-excited He, the AI rates decrease sub-
stantially through the Rydberg series and this applies also to other rare
gas atoms. The situation is similar in the case of inner-valence singly-
excited rare gas atoms [33,36]. We have seen above that the ICD rates
of doubly-excited atoms with a neighbor do not necessarily decrease as
is also the case for the rates of ICD of inner-valence singly-excited rare
gas atoms [37,38]. In Ne dimers, for example, it has been found that
ICD is dominant over resonant Auger for inner-valence excitations to
n>5 [37,38]. Inspection of the asymptotic relation (1) shows that this is
due to the very different behavior of the radiative rates of doubly- and
singly-excited atoms. As seen in [6], the radiative rates of doubly-ex-
cited He do not decrease through the Rydberg series. The relatively
large radiative rates of doubly-excited states also play an important role
in the absorption spectrum in the photon region of doubly-excited He
[39].

The competition of AI and ICD of doubly-excited systems may

Fig. 4. Experimental values of absolute photoionization cross section for He,
Ne, and Ar atom in the VUV spectral regions. The data for plotting the curves is
taken from [30]. Dashed lines show the energy of the virtual photon absorbed
by the neighboring atom in the ICD process for He(2s2p) (orange) and He(23sp
+) (blue) and of N.e(3s3p) (black). (For interpretation of the references to color
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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become even more intricate in the presence of more than one neighbor.
The number of of ICD channels grows and hence also the ICD rate
[17,40]. For N equivalent neighbors one can expect an enhancement of
the ICD rate by N, at least in the asymptotic regime. In addition, dipole
forbidden transitions of isolated atoms become more allowed due to
interactions with neighbors and this may enrich the absorption spec-
trum [7] and also enhance the ICD rates [27]. There are other fasci-
nating aspects of doubly-excited systems in environment. After ICD
takes place as discussed in this work, the system is still singly-excited,
see, for instance, Eq. (2). Let us consider He +sp(23 )Ar2 as an example.
After ICD we have He( s s1 3 ) Ar+Ar and the resulting He( s s1 3 ) possesses
sufficient excess energy for a second ICD step to obtain He( s1 2) Ar+Ar+

in spite of the Coulomb repulsion between the two Ar ions. This se-
quential double ICD will give rise to a Coulomb explosion [9].

If the first step of the relaxation of a doubly-excited state in en-
vironment is not ICD, but rather autoionizaion, another follow up in-
teratomic process can take place. As explicit examples, let us consider
HeMg, HeMg2, and He at organic molecules after double-excitation of
the He. Once autoionization of He occurs, He+ is created. Now, ETMD
(electron transfer mediated decay) can take place [41–44]. In contrast
to ICD where only energy is transferred, ETMD involves the transfer of
an electron. In the present case, a neighbor donates an electron to
neutralize the He+ ion and another electron is emitted from the same or
another neighbor. After photo-double-excitation of He, the doubly-ex-
cited He** can undergo AI emitting an electron and producing a He+

ion. This ion undergoes ETMD with the neighbors provided that the
double ionization potential of the neighborhood is smaller than the
ionization potential of He. For instance, the energy gain by neutralizing
He+ is 24.587 eV and the double ionization potential of Mg is 22.7 eV
[31], thus giving

→ → ++HeMg He s p Mg He Mg e(2 2 ) ,AI (3)

→ ++ ++He Mg He s Mg e(1 ) .ETMD
2

The ETMD process, i.e., the last line in Eq. (3), has been studied in
detail theoretically for HeMg [45] and experimentally for HeMg2 and
larger Mg clusters [46]. In the latter case, one can find two Mg+ ions as
products. We would like to briefly mention that the probability to
produce the dication via the ETMD is usually much higher than by
direct single-photon double ionization [45,46].

Concerning organic molecules as neighbors, we notice that the
double ionization potentials of aromatic molecules like naphtalene
(21.39 eV), anthracene (20.07 eV), or larger polyacenes (<19 eV) [47]
are smaller than the neutralization gain of He+ or even Ne+. Since
these systems can accommodate several (up to 16) He atoms [48,49],
the total photo-double-excitation cross section of He is enlarged in such
microclusters and the process indicated in Eq. (3) is likely. In principle,
doubly exciting Ne instead of He can also lead to the above process for
these systems and the neutralization gain (21.565 eV [31]) is suffi-
ciently large.

In conclusion, the presence of a neighboring atom to a doubly-ex-
cited atom leads to a competition between autoionization and ICD,
where ICD becomes more favorable through the Rydberg series.
Depending on the neighbor, an interesting ETMD process occurs after
the autoionization of the doubly-excited atom neutralizing the resulting
ion. If several neighbors are present, the ICD rate can be enhanced
substantially, and, in addition, a sequential ICD step can become pos-
sible. All these phenomena call for experiments. Measuring the dis-
tribution of the emitted electrons provides unique information on the
processes at hand. Since it has been demonstrated that measuring
photons in coincidence with emitted electrons is a very useful tool to
identify ICD [50,51], this technique can also be applied here, for ex-
ample, to identify the radiation from the ICD product He( s s1 3 ) Ne+ in
Eq. (2).
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